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June 6, 2023 

 
 

 

 NEW MODEL PRESS RELEASE  
 

2024 KAWASAKI TERYX® AND TERYX4™ SIDE X SIDES 

THE ULTIMATE OFF-ROAD ADVENTURE 
PARTNER 

   
 The Kawasaki Teryx® and Teryx4™ family 

of recreation side x sides return ready for adventure 

with 2024 models. Assembled in Lincoln, Nebraska 

with domestic and imported parts, the 2-passenger Teryx 

and 4-passenger Teryx4 side x sides are versatile enough 

to provide thrills for the whole family while on 

the trails. The Teryx and Teryx4 side x sides come with 

plenty of torque and towing capacity and are equipped 

with standard Electric Power Steering (EPS). 

 

The recently introduced the Teryx and Teryx4™ 

S side x side models return for 2024 featuring 783cc V-

twin engine, speed-sensitive electronic power steering (EPS), FOX® 2.0 LSC piggyback shocks, 1,300 

lb. towing capacity, and Kawasaki STRONG 3-Year Limited Warranty. Kawasaki Teryx and 

Teryx4 side x sides offer strength, comfort, power, and convenience and reliability that make them 

versatile machines no matter what is asked of them. 

 

 

TERYX® / TERYX4™ 

With aggressive styling, a 783cc engine and FOX shocks, the Teryx and Teryx4 side x sides are 

ready to tackle any terrain. Both the 2-passenger Teryx and 4-passenger Teryx4 are capable, 

comfortable, durable, and backed by the Kawasaki STRONG 3-Year Limited Warranty. The Teryx and 

Teryx4 side x side offer plenty of torque and an impressive 1,300 pounds of towing capacity and are 

equipped with Electronic Power Steering (EPS).  

 

 

TERYX® S LE / TERYX4™ S LE  

In addition to the great characteristics and components found on the standard Teryx and Teryx4 

models, the Teryx S LE and Teryx4 S LE side x sides feature long-travel suspension with FOX® 2.0 

LSC piggyback shocks that are tuned to Kawasaki’s proprietary suspension settings to help navigate 

trails. The longer A-arms on these models are designed with a more pronounced curvature to give the 

user maximum ground clearance (12.2 inches) and take comfort and capability to the next level while 

on your adventure with 10.7 inches of suspension travel.  

 

 

WARN® VRX 45, the WARN logo and THE RED HOOK 
STRAP are registered trademarks of Warn Industries, Inc. 

 

http://www.kawasaki.com/
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TERYX4™ S SE / TERYX4 S CAMO 

Based off the capable and dependable Teryx4 S LE platform, the returning Teryx4 S SE takes 

adventure to the next level. Featuring a high-grade audio system with a large LCD screen, WARN® 

VRX 35 Powersport winch and special colors and graphics with a painted front bumper and three-tone 

seat cover, the Teryx4 S SE provides style and thrills for the whole family while on the trails. 

 

The Teryx4 S Camo comes in a new camouflage pattern, with the True Timber Strata pattern giving 

a fresh look to the model.  

 

2024 MODEL VARIATIONS 

 

 

 

To download high-resolution images, log on or register for the Kawasaki media site at 

http://kawasakimedia.com 

 

 

ABOUT KAWASAKI 

Kawasaki started full-scale production of motorcycles over a half century ago. The first Kawasaki 

motorcycle engine was designed based on technical know-how garnered from the development and 

production of aircraft engines, and Kawasaki’s entry into the motorcycle industry was driven by the 

company’s constant effort to develop new technologies. Numerous new Kawasaki models introduced 

over the years have helped shape the market, and in the process have created enduring legends based 

on their unique engineering, power, design and riding pleasure. In the future, Kawasaki Motors, Ltd. is 

committed to maintaining and furthering these strengths which will surely give birth to new legends. 

Kawasaki Motors Corp., U.S.A. (KMC) markets and distributes Kawasaki motorcycles, ATVs, side x 

sides, and JET SKI® watercraft through a network of approximately 1,100 independent retailers, with 

close to an additional 7,700 retailers specializing in general purpose engines. KMC and its affiliates 

Kawasaki Teryx4™ S SE 

Colors: Candy Persimmon Red 

MSRP: $20,999 

Availability: Now 

 

Kawasaki Teryx4™ 

Colors:  Metallic Moondust White / Super Black 

MSRP: $18,199 

Availability: Now 

 

Kawasaki Teryx4™ S LE 

Colors: Metallic Matte Twilight Blue / Super 

Black, Ice Gray / Super Black, Cypher Camo 

Gray / Super Black 

MSRP: $19,499 

Availability: Now  

Kawasaki Teryx® 

Colors: Metallic Moondust White / Super Black 

MSRP: $16,199 

Availability: Now 

 

Kawasaki Teryx® S LE  

Colors: Metallic Matte Twilight Blue / Super Black, 

Ice Gray / Super Black 

MSRP: $17,499 

Availability: Now 

 

Kawasaki Teryx4™ S CAMO 

Colors: Camouflage True Timber Strata  

MSRP: $18,799 

Availability: Now 

http://www.kawasaki.com/
http://kawasakimedia.com/
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employ nearly 3,100 people in the United States, with approximately 260 of them located at KMC's 

Foothill Ranch, California headquarters. 

Kawasaki’s tagline, “Let the good times roll.®”, is recognized worldwide. The Kawasaki brand is 

synonymous with powerful, stylish and category-leading vehicles. Information about Kawasaki’s 

complete line of powersports products and Kawasaki affiliates can be found on the Internet at 

www.kawasaki.com 
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